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A: Part of the issue may be the response that is getting back from the server. In an attempt to give you more of an idea of what's going on, here's a bit of script to (I hope) show you the data getting back from the server: $msg = (Get-Content -Raw -Path $LogFile) -split '\r ' $i = 0 foreach($line in $msg) { $a = $line.split("$")[0] $b =
$line.split("$")[1] } This is a bit of a hack. I don't know enough about your code to give you a better answer. Update: I modified your script slightly to try to capture a few more details about the data in your response. Specifically, I added an additional processing of the output from Get-Content. While this might not actually help, this
will at least show what's in the response. $msg = (Get-Content -Raw -Path $LogFile) -split '\r ' $msg | Select-String 'HD' This would be the only thing I added. Update 2: Here's another attempt, updating the modified script based on your new post to show how you're parsing the data. $msg = (Get-Content -Raw -Path $LogFile) -split
'\r ' $msg | Select-String 'ADMINLOG' This would be the only thing I added to your script. Note: there is an extra $ separating each of the lines. This is necessary to make sure PowerShell knows which line is which. Q: ERROR : Cannot find service 'bootstrap' in '@angular/core' I am using ng new and ng serve. For some reasons, the
folder and the project was created by a different user. It had a service running in another machine. I need to move it to my current machine. I had copied over the files without the user folder, and it shows this error : ERROR : Cannot find service 'bootstrap' in '@angular/core'. I have tried to clear node modules and the folder still

exists. I have tried to run the file using node. but it is still the same. c6a93da74d
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